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GREETINGS FROM UPS
BE GRATEFUL For The SMALL MIRACLES

Over the HOLIDAYS And throughout
THE NEW YEAR 

It’s been a year ~ for UpS, for the world, for most people that I talk to ~ a year full of
challenges and opportunities, changes and shifts. For UpS there’s certainly been an abundance
of all of that ~ challenges, opportunities, changes and shifts. We had a major fire in the UpS
office just a few months after moving it to Ohio and a new office has been built. We hired a
new office manager last year as Nancy Scarzello was ready to take on different tasks within the
organization. She’s been focusing her energy on developing programs for children/schools and
parents to teach the importance of our medicinal plant heritage and will have these children’s
programs ready to test ‘in the field’ this year. After much discussion and deliberation, we bid
farewell to UpS’  first Ex. Director, Richard Liebmann, recognizing all he had done for the
organization but feeling that it was time for new leadership and change. UpS recently hired a
new Ex. Director, a women who brings much vision, experience and enthusiasm to the
organization (please see page 7).

We’ve continued with all of our projects, making slow gain in Partners In Education, our
Land Consultation Service, The Nursery Directory, The Botanical Sanctuary Network project
and Take Action; Community Action Projects. The UpS Slide Show, one of our most popular
educational tools, has been completely updated with many exciting innovations incorporated
thanks to the wonderful efforts of board member Christopher Hobbs. Its now available as a
PowerPoint presentation as well as in standard slide show format. The UpS “At-Risk” List
and “To-Watch” List, one of UpS’ most important contributions to the environmental
movement and often used as the standard for medicinal plants conservation, is currently
undergoing review and updating. Comprehensive new data on the status of each plant in
conservsation and in the marketplace will be included giving these lists more scientific
credence and providing a more useful reference to the herbal/business communities.     

Though our own bank account was often stretched thin due to the fire and the scenario
facing most non profits this year, we were able to award several Community Grant projects
and co-joined other organizations and individuals doing the work of medicinal plant
conservation. Our Plant Give Aways continue. I’ve lost track of how many seeds and plants
we’ve dispersed to members over the years. It’s been several thousand. This year John Lentz of
the Herbal Exchange will be providing UpS with “At-Risk” plants for our spring and fall
giveaways (see page 28). Do you remember, John? He’s the grower who provided those
wonderful medicinal plant gardens for our members a few years back? Be prepared. It’s going
to be another great Give Away this year. 

One of the most outstanding things accomplished this year, was the publication of former
board member, Richo Cech’s, newest book Growing At Risk Medicinal Herbs. A
collaborative effort with UpS, this book goes a step further than Planting the Future, UpS’
seminal book, and provides the information needed for the serious grower and gardeners
considering growing “At-Risk” and “To-Watch” herbs. It also provides the missing data and
information that explains why each of these plants has been targeted for the UpS lists. Richo, if
you remember, was instrumental in helping UpS develop these lists several years ago and has
continued his research, providing often elusive and difficult to find, but necessary, data. He’ll
be working with UpS on updating and reviewing the “At-Risk/To Watch” lists.      

I continue to be amazed at the dedication and commitment of the UpS Board of Directors.
While we’ve been operating without an Ex. Director for several months, each of the board
members stepped up to the plate working over time to keep the organization moving forward.
Board Member Steven Foster commented one time that on any given day there were over 20
email messages from board members. This wasn’t gossip or easy banter, let me tell you. Each of
the board members are very busy people who have committed their time to this organization
because of their love of the green world and the importance of the issue to them.  

A special thanks is due Pam Montgomery, one of the original and more active
members of our board, who midst her very busy life offered to serve as our Interim Director
while our search went on. We had several excellent applications and wish to thank everyone 

Continued on page 3
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UpS’ Journal of Medicinal Plant
Conservation is the voice of our members
and other concerned individuals interested

in the conservation and cultivation of
native North American medicinal plants.

We encourage you to send us your
opinions and thoughts for submission to
the Journal. Though many of the articles

presented express opposing and/or
controversial viewpoints, we make an
effort to print as many of these articles 

as space allows, in an attempt to present
the many views of these subjects. It is

important while reading the Journal to
remember that the articles are the
opinions/experiences solely of the 

authors, and do not necessarily represent
the view and/or mission of UpS. They 

are presented herein for discussion 
and review, and as part of an 

educational process. 
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Greetings continued...

who considered stepping into this position. The process is often difficult and
finding the best person for the job often means turning down several other
highly qualified individuals. Thank you, sincerely, for your support of the
organization.  

As the dark of winter sets in and we are called to the deeper places of our
being, let each of us take time to recognize the many good things in our life,
the small miracles, simple marvels and pleasures of the day. And let each of us
realize all that we as individuals can do to change our world, from the most
simple steps to the most profound. I am always drawn home to the words of
Margaret Mead, words that served as an inspiration for this organization when
it first began, “Never doubt that a small group of committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has”. We are changing
the way the world, or at least, how the U.S. views our medicinal plant heritage.
Though there is so much work still to do, huge steps ahead, we’ve taken those
first steps and already can see the positive results of this action.

This year we start out with fresh and enthusiastic energy. The heartbeat is
strong. Our hearts go out again to thank you for the ten thousand ways you
support this organization and the plants that are at the core of our work.   

Rosemary Gladstar
President UpS

Last sunset, last twilight
Last stars of December.

And so this year comes to an end,
A year rich in the small everyday events of the earth

UNITED PLANT SAVERS’
POSTER

If you listen, they will teach you.
17”x23” black and green etching by Kevin Morgan

$7.50 (includes shipping)

Send check or money order to:
UpS • PO Box 77 • Guysville, OH • 45735



Dear UpS Friends, 
We had a raffle to win a "Hot rocks Massage"

and decided our proceeds should go to United Plant
Savers. Thanks for all of your hard work. 

Sincerely,
Jill Schroer 
Deja vue Center for Alternative Health 
Newark, Ohio   

Greetings Plant Savers-- 
We salute and appreciate all the work you do

with our beloved plant allies. 
For over ten years, Heartwood has protected

forests and cultivated a unique regional coalition of
grassroots environmental organizations. Heartwood
has a proven record of protecting forests from the
Ozark Mountains to the Appalachians and from the
Great Lakes to the Deep South.  An acknowledged
leader within the public forest protection movement,
Heartwood is rooted in the belief of strength through
cooperation. 

It has come to our attention that medicinal
plants are often sacrificed in the cutting of timber,
and we invite you to join us in changing this pattern
of abuse.  If there are state and national forests in
your area, we encourage you to contact the
governemental agencies in charge of these forests to
see how much timber harvesting is happening. 

We have an easy guide available on our web site,
www.heartwood.org, called the Citizen's Guide to
Protecting Your National Forest.  This guide details
how to get on the "scoping list" for your forest, and
in doing so you will be notified by mail of any sales
in your area. Thus, you will easily be able to identify
when there is a need for a plant rescue.  These sales
often occur without any inventory of endangered or
threatened plants and animals. 

We'd also like to invite you to attend the
Heartwood Forest Council, May 22-26 at Camp
Blanton in southeastern Kentucky.  This is an annual
event that brings together concerned citizens from
the Eastern United States to meet each other, learn
new skills, and develop a shared strategy to protect
biodiversity and to increase alliances with non-
traditional allies. This year's Forest Council is co-
hosted by the Dogwood Alliance, and held in
conjunction with their 6th annual general
membership meeting. 

Camp Blanton is adjacent to a 3000 acre tract of
virgin and old-growth hardwood forest on Pine
Mountain, near Harlan, Kentucky, one of the largest

such tracts in the Eastern United States, and a
remnant of the oldest hardwood forest in North
America.  This will be an empowering weekend of
workshops and strategy sessions about forests, hikes,
networking, celebration, and renewal. 

Last year's Forest Council featured an excellent
woodland herb walk led by UpS member Susan
Clearwater.  Other UpS members have attended
Heartwood events in the past, and we felt it was
time for an official invitation to all of your members! 

The threats to our forests and our wild plant
populations have never been greater.  The need to
work collaboratively is of utmost importance. Please
mark your calendar and please make plans to attend. 

Please note: We are encouraging organizations to
host staff or board meetings the day before the
Forest Council. Other organizations which have
already committed to hosting a meeting or have
been invited include: The Ohio Valley Environmental
Coalition, Appalachian Voices, the National Forest
Protection Alliance, WildLaw, American Lands, the
Forest Reform Network, the Native Forest Council,
the Model Forest Policy Project, and Greenpeace. 

If you have any questions or need more
information, please contact us. 

Heartwood 
PO Box 1424 

Bloomington, IN  47402 
phone: (812) 337-8898 

fax: (812) 337-8892 
info@heartwood.org
www.heartwood.org
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VOICES FROM THE GREEN

QUICK FACTS ABOUT HEARTWOOD

Heartwood’s mission is to protect forests and
support community activism in the Eastern United
States through education, advocacy, and citizen
empowerment. 

OUR GOALS ARE TO:

• Protect public lands from logging, mining, 
and mechanized recreation. 

• Empower forest protection activists and 
organizations. 

• Serve as a network and resource for grassroots   
efforts that improve local communities. 

• Advocate for alternative and recycled sources 
of fiber for products traditionally sourced 
from virgin wood f
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GREEN THANKS & GRATITUDE

Leaders – $5,000+
Horst Rechelbacher

International Herb Symposium
Herb Pharm

F rontier Co-op
Outagami Charitable Fnd.*
National Fish & Wildlife Fnd.

Robert Campbell
Comm. Fnd. of Jackson Hole

Sacharuna Foundation
Wild Oats Market, Inc.

Millrock, Inc.
Rosemary Gladstar

Sonoma Cty. Community Fnd. 
Herbal Magic

Sponsors – $500 - $4,999
Peggy Brevoort
Kelly Kindscher

Michael McGuffin
Scott Pollack

Ronnie Sellers Productions
Sage Mountain

Sierra Club, Austin 
Wheeler Family Trust
Laura & Tim Batiste

Howard & Gayle Gross
Nick Kulibaba
Thomas Riley

Terrence S. Fox

Dear UpS,
I suggest that United Plant Saver's promote

some commonly available herbs from other
cultures for the nervous system such as Hou
Shou Wou stems (Polygonum multiflorum) and
Albizia flowers and bark as very powerful
substitutes for very much missed herbs such as
Lady's Slipper.

It is really interesting how the herbs of
North America were once the botanical Shangri
la of the world and now besides efficacy we
need, as you so wisely perceived, to use other
herbs which are equally and in some instances
even more effective and for which there would
never be a shortage.

Here is a beautiful photograph of Albizzia
julibrissin, (see below) the Chinese herb for a
broken heart. I have it as a rotating screen saver
on my website. It is the most phenomenal herb
of all. It will prevent suicides, treat manic
depression, insomnia, anxiety and puts kava as
a rude and crude herb in comparison and lets St
John’s Wort assume its proper role as an anti-
inflammatory for the liver and nervous system.

The Chinese call Albizzia (He huan pi or
the flower which is even more potent is he huan
hua) the Tree of Paradise. It is so incredibly
beautiful with its dramatic limb structure and
flowers. They classify this as a shen (spirit)
calming herb. It is really the most powerful
herbal nervine. Give it to anyone who has
experienced an earth shattering loss. It works
very quickly. It comes from Persia and you can
imagine the Persian palace gardens with these
beautiful trees. It also grows in a wide variety
of climates so I recommend that you get one
and plant it this fall.

This is another herb that just too good to be
legal.

Sincerely,
Michael Tierra

Albizzia julibrissin

We wish to gratefully thank the following folks for their
financial contributions to United Plant Savers.

Green Thumb – $100 - $499
Jeri Baldwin, Donna Barnett, Louise Berliner, Kirsten 
Cahoon, James Callaway, Delia Carroll, Trish Flaster,

Susan Foote, Deborah Gorsline, Gifts from the Earth, Dave
Gutknecht, Virginia Hadley, Tammi Hartung, Sandra

Housel, Hunger Mountain Cooperative, Michele Kennedy,
Theodora Kramer, Annabel Lee, Tim & Beckie Luikart,
Bonnie Mackey, Christina Macleod, Laura Messinger,

Mother Earth Foods, Mary Murphy, New England Herbal
Supply Co., Deirdre O'Connor, The Peaceable Kingdom,
Cindy & James Phillips, Terry Rader, Crystal Rae, Karen

Rosasco, Lynda Sadler, Joann Sanchez, Lotti Sanders, Betsy
Sandlin, Dale Schusterman, Catherine Smith, Beth Snyder, Jen

Steitz, Pam Thompson, Twelve Corners, Joseph Vincze,
Susan Wahlrab, Rebecca Willow, Twila Dawn Willis, Julia Yu

Special Thanks to New Partners In Education Member:

Australasian College of Herbal Studies
PO Box 130, Lake Oswego, OR 97034.

Principle Doreen Peterson, B.A., Dip, NT, Dip. Acu.

They have 31 students signed up so far, and donated above
and beyond their dues. Thank you!

Green thanks to the teachers who donated their time and
expertise at the UpS Conference on July 20th: Rosemary
Gladstar, Pam Montgomery, Cindy Riviere, Robert Chartier,
Jeff and Melanie Carpenter, Matthias Reisen, Nancy
Scarzello, Nancy Phillips, Joanne Snow, Bevin Clare and
Guido Mase. Our gratitude is also extended to the sponsors
of the conference: Sage Mountain, Hunger Mountain Co-op
and Goddard College. Much appreciation to the 100+
members who gathered together in "Planting the Future"!

* Abbreviation for Foundation

Green Angels – $50,000+

Judy and Michael Funk
Paul Strauss
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On September 16th the office officially moved into
the new space on the same site that burnt down on
March 4, 2002. Kristen and I were ready to move.
The room we had been working out of in my home
was getting too crowded. We had boxes of
literature, t-shirts, books and posters all over the
place. The barn on our property had been taken
over by our boxes as well and I even had some
boxes stashed in the garage. It was clearly time for
us to get organized and have everything under one
roof again. Even though we received lots of
assurances from our friends and UpS members that
the new building would be better than ever, it was
hard to imagine after the fire. My partner Robbie,
along with a helper or two got the building up in
record time.  He was able to create a beautiful working
space for UpS on one side and Plant It Herbs on the
other.  We’ve got a yoga class on Tuesday nights going
again and a couple of new kitty’s who have made
themselves right at home.      

I would like to take this opportunity to thank
Nancy Scarzello for helping us recover the database as

well as helping us remember everything we do in the
office. Special thanks go to Rosemary, Pam, Sara and
Steven, our board members, for their support. Our
local bank helped us find those of you who had joined
or renewed after October of last year through bank
records, and graciously gave us that information free of
charge. Thank you all for the good wishes and
donations to the UpS fire fund.  Every little bit helped
us recover from that day. We still have much work to
do in our newly organized office. We are looking
forward to working with our new executive director on
projects that took a backseat while we were recovering
from the fire and we are especially ready to start new
projects.

The office is open Monday through Thursday from
10 AM to 6 PM eastern time.  We look forward to
hearing from you with any questions or comments you
have about United Plant Savers and any of the
programs we offer.

In the spirit of the plants,
Cindy Riviere, office manager

This has not been the easiest year for United Plant
Savers financially. Our biggest set back was the fire we
experienced in March in which we lost all of our office
equipment including computers, all our supplies including
books, t-shirts, videos, slide shows and all the info we send
to new members and Botanical Sanctuary Network
members. Unfortunately, our insurance would not cover
this and we had to come up with unbudgeted money to
replace everything. 

Many of you responded generously when we put out
the plea for help. We received almost $3,500 in aid but our
losses were almost $15,000. 

Corporate donations were also down. Given the flat
economy and leveling off of the herbal product industry we
received only a small percentage of what we had projected
to receive from corporations. Herb Pharm continues to be a
major corporate supporter with an almost $5,000 donation
this year.   We would also like to acknowledge the Wianko
family foundation for their continued support of $5,000.
New memberships and renewals brought in a little over
$43,000 and conferences netted another $20,000. A big
thanks to the ceaseless giving of time, energy and money
from our very dedicated Board of Directors who donated
$15,000 this year.

The good news is we made our last land payment of
$15,000 on the Sanctuary in Ohio so we now own it. At this
writing which is before the end of the year we hope to
receive year-end donations to help defray the potential end
of year loss of $25,000. During this season of generosity and
giving you may want to consider an additional donation.
For any member who is interested in a complete financial
report you may contact Pam Montgomery at
greenpam@aol.com.

FINANCIAL REPORT

UPS OF F I C E RE B U I L T AF T E R FI R E

UpS’ colorful, informative shelf talkers are
designed to fit on store shelves in the herb

department. We need your help getting these 
shelf talkers into the stores. 

To obtain free shelf talkers, 
contact  Cindy Riviere in the UpS office at 

PO Box 77, Guysville, OH 45735 
email: plants@plantsavers.org

UPS SHELF TALKERS
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We are pleased ~ ecstatic is the better word ~ to
introduce you to our new UpS Executive Director, Lynda
Lemole Sadler. Were we to sum up the ideal person for the
Ex. Director position, our
dream person to lead this
organization onward, Lynda
fits the description to a T.
Dynamic, passionate and
green to the core, this
woman brings a wealth of
experience, knowledge,
excellent communication
skills and know how to our
organization.         

Having been involved in
the herbal community since
the 1970’s her resume spans
a wide range of experience
and activities including:
President and Trustee of the American Herbal Products
Association (1986- 1991); Advisory Board of the Bastyr
College of Natural Health Sciences (1988-1990); Board of
Directors of The National Coalition to Stop Food
Irradiation (1986-1990); President of the Board of Redwood
Park Estates (1983-1986); Representative of the European-
American Phytomedicine Coalition (1991-1994); Advisory
Board of the Environmental Action Report (1993-1995).

Lynda served as co-owner and executive manager of a
progressive medicinal herb tea company, Traditional
Medicinals, from 1982 to the present and oversaw
Operations, Personnel, Quality Control, Systems, Research 
& Development and Legal. She initiated and pioneered the
company’s development of over-the-counter herbal tea
products, a revolutionary and innovative idea at that time. 

Her involvement in the business community has won
her a range of awards including: 

• Association for Women in Natural Foods (AWIN), 
WOMAN OF THE YEAR 1989

• Cliff Adler HEART IN BUSINESS AWARD 1989
• Natural Business LEADERSHIP IN BUSINESS 

AWARD 2000
She’s often been credited with bringing the heart of

business back to the herbal business world. 
Her commitment to herbal medicine and social

responsibility shines through her lectures, publications and
national radio presentations. She’s been a guest lecturer at
Sonoma State University, San Francisco State University
and a frequent guest speaker at trade and community
events. She also helped develop The East-West Foundation
(1972-1974), a national non-profit foundation located in
Boston Mass where she served as Assistant to President
and Founder, Michio Kushi.        

All of this experience, knowledge and know-how

wrapped up in one vibrant being! Anyone who knows
Lynda will agree; this woman is enthusiastic, impassioned
about the green world, and deeply connected to the plants

and the plant community. When asked why she was
willing to accept this job when other more financially
rewarding opportunities were available to her, she
replied, “I am interested in finding meaningful involvement
with either a non-profit or a socially responsible and
environmentally pro-active organization that is "making a
difference" on our planet. I want to use the skills and
knowledge I have developed over the last 30 years towards
education, healthy and holistic social change and
environmental repair...Of utmost importance to me is that I
am working with healthy, active and high-minded people who
are serving a vision that improves the human condition on our
planet." Welcome aboard, Lynda!

You can contact Lynda directly through our website:
www.plantsavers.org f

MEET OUR NEW UPS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LYNDA LEMOLE

Dear UpS Members,
I'm pleased, honored and excited about joining UpS

as Executive Director. In many ways, this opportunity
represents a long-tendered dream I've held in my dream
catcher as I have followed, supported and admired the work
of UpS since its inception. What a rare occasion in my life to
join a band of herbal plant heros and heroines in the journey
to keep the planet green with our beloved medicinal plants!

I see the work of UpS as one of increasing medicinal
plant awareness, education and consciousness.  In my
experience of teaching people about herbs, the more they
hear, the more they want to hear.  I also know that it's the
plants talking through me and that whenever we use our
energies towards the "green", good things happen!  We have
many opportunies ahead of us to build and  network our
membership. Cindy Riviere, our reigning association
Chieftess often speaks of how enthusiastic our members are
about establishing medicinal plant sanctuaries, creating
community awareness events, teaching children about
plants, and being on the watch for plants that need our help.
We have strong existing and  potential networking
opportunities with local associations, other non-profits,
government agencies and schools to increase these activities.

The 10- human UpS Board and 21-human
Advisory Board members have a combined level of years of
herbal experience that is astonishing. Their shared vision is
inspiring and I plan to spend my initial time with UpS
learing as much as I can about what we can do to nurture
our mission – "To preserve, conserve & restore native
medicinal plants and their habitats in the US and Canada
while ensuring their abundant renewable supply for future
generations." I'm grateful to be given the opportunity to
learn to care for the UpS garden. May 2003 be full of
gloriously green growth.

~ Lynda LeMole Sadler
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UPS “AT-RISK” FORUM

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

American Ginseng
(Panax quinquefolius)

Black Cohosh
(Actaea (Cimicifuga) racemosa)

Bloodroot
(Sanguinaria canadensis)

Blue Cohosh
(Caulophyllum thalictroides)

Echinacea
(Echinacea sp.)

Eyebright
(Euphrasia sp.)

Goldenseal
(Hydrastis canadensis)

Helonias Root
(Chamaelirium luteum)

Kava Kava
(Piper methysticum) (Hawaii only)

Lady’s Slipper Orchid
(Cypripedium sp.)

Lomatium
(Lomatium dissectum)

Osha
(Ligusticum porteri, L. sp.)

Peyote
(Lophophora williamsii)

Slippery Elm
(Ulmus rubra)

Sundew
(Drosera sp.)

Trillium, Beth Root
(Trillium sp.)

True Unicorn
(Aletris farinosa)

Venus’ Fly Trap
(Dionaea muscipula)

Virginina Snakeroot
(Aristolochia serpentaria)

Wild Yam
(Dioscorea villosa, D. sp.)

Arnica
(Arnica sp.)

Butterfly Weed
(Asclepias tuberosa)

Cascara Sagrada
(Rhamus purshimia)

Chaparro
(Casatela emoryi)

Elephant Tree
(Bursera microphylla))

Gentian
(Gentiana sp.)

Goldthread
(Coptis sp.)

Lobelia
(Lobelia sp.)

Maidenhair Fern
(Adiantum pendatum)

Mayapple
(Podophyllum peltatum)

Oregon Grape
(Mahonia sp.)

Partridge Berry
(Mitchella repens)

Pink Root
(Spigelia marilandica)

Pipsissewa 
(Chimaphila umbellata)

Spikenard
(Aralia racemosa, A. californica)

Stone Root
(Collinsonia canadensis)

Stream Orchid
(Epipactis gigantea)

Turkey Corn
(Dicentra canadensis)

White Sage
(Salvia apiana)

Wild Indigo
(Baptisia tinctoria)

Yerba Mansa
(Anemopsis californica)

Yerba Santa 
(Eriodictyon californica)

For the benefit of the plant communities, wild animals, harvesters, farmers, consumers,
manufacturers, retailers and practitioners, we offer this list of wild medicinal plants which we feel
are currently most sensitive to the impact of human activities. Our intent is to assure the increasing
abundance of the medicinal plants which are presently in decline due to expanding popularity and
shrinking habitat and range. UpS is not asking for a moratorium on the use of these herbs. Rather,

we are initiating programs designed to preserve these important wild medicinal plants.

~ “At-Risk” ~ ~ “To-Watch” ~ NATIVE PLANT
CONSERVATION

CAMPAIGN NEWS

Rep. James Hansen (R-UT)
has filed a bill which would
exempt private property,
military lands and ALL
PLANTS from federal
Endangered Species Act
protection. 

The Botanical Society of
America has posted
information about the bill on
their web site with an e-mail
link to Congress so that
members of the public can
express their views on this
issue to their elected
representatives. The BSA is not
a lobbying agency, so if you
have an opinion, they urge
you to respond individually to
this and make your views
known to your legislators.

The information is posted
on the front page of the BSA's
site at www.botany.org. f

"Humankind has not woven
the web of life. We are but

one thread within it.
Whatever we do to the web,

we do to ourselves. 
All   things connect." 

-Chief Seattle 1854 
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For the full version of this article, with references,
please see B.C. Journal of Ecosystems and Management, Vol.
1, No. 1, 2001. FORREX-Forest Research Extension
Partnership, portions reprinted with permission. Accessible
on-line at: h t t p : / / w w w. f o r re x . o rg / j e r n / 2 0 0 1 / v o l 1 / n o 1 / a r t 6 . p d f

At the beginning of the new millennium, British
Columbia is following the lead of forest-based
societies around the world in recognizing potential
economic value, over and above the conventionally
commercialized forest timber, in plants and fungi of
forests and associated ecosystems. This accelerating
interest in so-called "non-timber forest products" has
occurred partly in response to peoples' concerns over
clear cutting and projected declines in industrial
forestry as a major economic force in the province.
The interest has also been fuelled to some extent by a
general societal trend towards the appreciation of
"green" conservation values and the appeal of herbal
products and of "natural" or organic foods and
medicines, as well as in learning from and supporting
Indigenous cultures and lifestyles.      

For British Columbia First Peoples, many of the
forest species identified as potential products in a new
economy have high cultural values and have been
used for food, materials, and medicines since time
immemorial.  

For British Columbia First Peoples, many of the
forest species identified potential products in a new
economy have high cultural values and have been
used for food, materials, and medicines since time
immemorial. Most of these species are named in many
of the 30-plus Aboriginal languages of the province
and some, such as devil's club (Oplopanax horridus),
are particularly revered, having high religious and
spiritual significance. These plants, and products
made from them, have been involved   for millennia
in an active trading network extending over all parts

of the province's landscape and beyond. Thus, the
concept of commercial exchange is not novel.
However, the prospect of large-scale global marketing
of these products presents major concerns for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people alike. While
there are a number of relevant issues in the harvesting
and marketing of these products, perhaps the greatest
general concern is the spectre of over-exploitation, as
has occurred with the timber and fisheries industries
in British Columbia.  

Instances of abuse have already occurred to the
detriment of the plants, the animals that depend on
them, the ecosystems, and the local peoples who

continue to rely on them for personal and community
use. One example was brought up by the Ktunaxa
Elders who spoke at a Non-timber Forest Products
(NTFPs) workshop at Creston, B.C. They talked about
how outsiders had come into their traditional
huckleberry (Vaccinium membranaceum) picking
grounds and had taken almost all the berries to sell to
the commercial marketers in Alberta and the United
States. As a result of this situation, not only did local
Ktunaxa people lose their personal share and rights to
the berries, but the bears, which also depend on this
late-summer resource to sustain themselves, suffered
food shortages in their mountain habitats and started
to come down to the valleys where they became a
menace; many bears had to be shot. In relating this
heart-breaking situation, the Elders said that they
wanted all outsiders to understand the damage that
was being done to their lands and resources, and
wanted commercial exploitation in their territory
stopped.      

REGULATING HARVESTS

A good example of how NTFP harvesting can get
"out of hand" is the over-exploitation of cascara bark
(Rhamnus purshianus) as a laxative product for the
drug industry of an earlier generation. Cascara bark
has been used, probably for thousands of years, as a
tonic and laxative by First Peoples in western North
America. It was soon adopted by Spaniards and other
Europeans entering the region, and was added into
the general American pharmacopoeia. Especially
during the 1930s and 1940s, many people in British
Columbia participated in harvesting cascara bark as a
way of earning a modest income. Although most were
quite careful in harvesting, others did not consider the

future needs of either plants or people and
proceeded to strip the bark carelessly and
wastefully, girdling and killing many trees in
the process and virtually extirpating the
species from some areas.  

The provincial government of the day stepped in
with regulations, and cascara began to be propagated
and grown in plantations. At the same time, other
laxatives came onto the market, and the species has
made a healthy recovery over much of its natural
range, although it is still considered rare in some
places.  

The warning signs were established with cascara,
however, and several decades later the situation
virtually repeated itself when the potent anti-cancer
drug taxol (paclitaxel) was isolated from the bark of
Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia) and patented by the
pharmaceutical company Bristol-Myers Squibb. 

For British Columbia First Peoples, many of the forest species
identified as potential products in a new economy....

Continued on page 10
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The drug was approved for use in treating various
types of cancer from ovarian and breast cancers to
kidney cancer. To obtain enough taxol to proceed
with clinical trials, the company placed orders for
vast quantities of Pacific yew bark.  

Within a short time, yew trees all along the
Pacific Coast were being cut down for their high
value barkn some cases, trees were poached from
private lands and parksith little consideration for the
other values of the yew tree. In particular, little
recognition was given to the high cultural values that
Pacific yew has for First Peoples, both for its
medicinal use and for its tough, resilient wood. Yew
wood has been prized by British Columbia First
Nations, especially along the Coast, but also in areas
of the Interior where it grows. This wood was used
in the manufacture of bows, spear shafts, fishing
gear, root-digging sticks, and snowshoes, as well as

many other implements and cultural objects.  
Ironically, before the discovery of taxol and the

rush to cash in on this pharmaceutical gold, yew had
virtually no commercial value. Yew trees in West
Coast forests were simply cut down and burned as
"weed trees" during the course of clearcutting, to be
replaced by higher-value Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) wherever possible. After some years of
yew bark harvesting, and facing concerns for the
future of this slow-growing species, the provincial
government stepped in with regulations in an effort
to protect the species from extirpation. Concurrent
initiatives to propagate yew and grow it in
plantations and to synthesize taxol from Pacific yew
foliage and from other more prolific Taxus species
have now alleviated the harvesting pressures.
However, the warning signs explicit in these
examples should be heeded: unregulated harvesting
by uninformed people who are motivated by short-
term profit can lead to harm for both the species
being harvested and for others who rely on the
species.  

Adding Value with Non-timber Forest Products 
Other trees, such as paper birch (Betula papyrifera),
red alder (Alnus rubra), and trembling aspen
(Populus tremuloides), have also been accorded little
commercial value in the forestry industry. These trees
have commonly been eliminated in favour of those of
higher timber value, mostly the coniferous trees. Yet
these deciduous species, as well as having important
ecological functions, have multiple values for First
Peoples.  For the First Peoples who value both birch
bark (for baskets and containers of many types) and

birch wood (for carving spoons, dishes, and masks),
one birch tree can readily bring $1000 in value. To the
industrial forester, the same tree might be worth only
a few dollars in pulp or chips. The pharmaceutical
industry now recognizes that birch bark contains
important compounds for use against skin cancer
and other ailments. Thus, from a tree of virtually no
value to commercial forestry, birch may be
transformed to one of immense value as a source of
pharmaceuticals. But again, the interests of First
Nations may be little considered. Similar stories can
be told of red alder, which is a valued medicine, dye,
and wood for fuel and carving, and trembling aspen, 
used for its wood and its bark for medicine by British
Columbia First Peoples.  

Aboriginal people I have talked with are
particularly concerned about commercialization of
traditional medicines. Medicines are considered
sacred gifts, and many people do not even like the

idea of selling them at all, as it contravenes
cultural principles. Another important issue
is intellectual property rights. Many
"Indian" medicinal remedies have been
marketed without any consultation or

compensation for the original holders of the
medicinal plant knowledge. Pharmaceutical
companies have also patented numerous drugs based
on Indigenous knowledge. However, no patent
legislation recognizes communal knowledge or the
rights of a community to obtain benefits from this
type of knowledge.      

Furthermore, like other types of commercialized
products, traditional medicine plants are at risk of
being over-harvested by unknowing, careless, or
greedy harvesters. In the United States alone, some
29% of the country's 16,000 vascular plants are at risk
of extinction. Much of this is attributed to habitat loss
and the introduction of non-native species to
sensitive ecosystems; however, for wild medicinal
species, over-harvesting is a real threat as well. 

TRADITIONAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

First Peoples of British Columbia have often been
termed "hunter-gatherers." This implies that
traditionally they were random users of the
landscape, harvesting what they found growing
naturally, with little effect on native plants and
animals. In fact, peoples' Traditional Ecological
Knowledge was, and is, immense. It incorporates not
only philosophies of respect for all life, and cultural
sanctions against waste and wanton use of resources,
but also many practical strategies for sustainable
living, including knowledge of: harvesting
selectively, diversifying the harvest, and maintaining
and enhancing the ability of resources to renew

In the US alone, some 29% of the country’s 16,000 vascular
plants are at risk of extinction.

Continued on next page

Doing it Right, Continued...
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themselves through vegetative propagation, seed
dispersal, and habitat modifications such as
controlled burning.

As in other parts of North America, pruning and
tending plant resources were commonly practiced
techniques. Sometimes bushes were cut right back to
the ground and allowed to re-sprout and
reinvigorate themselves. Communication of such
techniques, and learning about the caring for and
tending of resources, was also an important
component of this type of knowledge. For example,
from an early age children were taught to respect
plants and animals, to harvest carefully, to watch for
signs of over-harvesting, and to use alternate
resources if some types should become scarce. Many
of the philosophies were transmitted through telling
stories, which the children would hear many times
over. This repetition helped them to remember
important points of culture, ethical behavior, and
practice.   

PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE HARVESTING

Two years ago, in June 1998, we drafted some
Principles of Sustainable Harvesting that we feel
would provide an ethical, ecologically sound basis
from which to regard or practice harvesting of non-
timber forest products. These principles are arranged
in groupings of different types of considerations,
including ecological and biological factors,
harvesting factors, cultural and social factors, and
marketing and economic factors. These principles
represent a beginning. They are broad and general,
and require adaptation to local conditions and local
cultures. However, they may be useful in ongoing
deliberations about how, or even whether,
communities should pursue non-timber forest
products as a means of economic development.
Many environmental organizations focusing on
forest stewardship and biodiversity conservation
have also developed underlying principles that have
similar themes to those listed here.   

PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE HARVESTING

OF NON-TIMBER FOREST PRODUCTS

A. General Factors 
• Practices and regulations for harvesting and

marketing non-timber forest products should meet
or exceed those established or recommended by
international conventions, such as the United
Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (1992)
and Agreement on Forests (1993) for both ecological
and social standards. 

• Practices and regulations should build on
principles and initiatives for forest stewardship
already established, such as those of the Silva Forest
Foundation and the Forest Stewardship Council. 

• Certification for NTFPs should be a goal to
strive for; organizations such as the Forest
Stewardship Council, having an established record
of respect for both ecological and social concerns,
could provide the context for certification. 

B. Ecological and Biological Factors 
• Ecosystem integrity has primary importance. 
• Species interact with and depend upon each

other.
•Species respond differentially to harvesting,

depending on a multiplicity of biological and
ecological factors. 

• Reproductive and regenerative capacity and
rate determine or influence sustainable harvesting
potential. 

• Some species have extremely high ecosystem
values (i.e., keystone species); these species must be
monitored and protected extremely carefully.

• Ecosystems undergo successional changes
following disturbance, including large-scale
disturbances such as burning and logging. 

• Genetic (population) diversity and diversity of
ecological structure and function, as well as species
diversity should be recognized. 

• Maintenance of population characteristics is a
fundamental objective (e.g., need to maintain a
balance of age classes, the range of genetic
variability, and habitats); the biggest threat to
biodiversity is habitat loss. 

• The cumulative effects of harvesting should be
considered (e.g., combined effects of harvesting with
other activities, such as overgrazing, wetlands
depletion, pests, urbanization) when determining the
carrying capacity of an ecosystem.     

• Small, dispersed populations are generally
more vulnerable than widespread, large populations
(but these can also be at risk; e.g., bison, passenger
pigeon). 

• Species with low reproductive capacity, little
ability to disperse, and low adaptive capacity are at
higher risk from harvesting activities. 

• Natural, long-standing ecosystems should be
protected against invasive species (weeds or invasive
animals); this must be considered in terms of
harvesting-related disturbance.     

C. Harvesting 
• Harvesting intensity, seasonality, and

periodicity affect species responses. 
• Extensive time periods must be considered in

measuring responses to harvesting (i.e., develop
harvesting and marketing in a long-term perspective,
with the needs and opportunities of future
generations' in mind). 

• Constant monitoring and adaptive
management are essential. Keep careful records,
maps, & documentation. f



It was a glorious day for Planting the Future. One
hundred and ten plant enthusiasts attended the
conference and annual member meeting at Sage
Mountain Herbal Retreat Center and Botanical
Sanctuary on July 20th. After some torrential
downpours the day before the conference, the skies
opened up to clear blue, sun shining upon us.  The
gardens were spectacular and seemed to surround and
hold each of us as we gathered together to celebrate
Planting the Future together.

The workshops were exciting and diverse
representing a variety of UpS concerns: Growing
Ginseng & Goldenseal, Organic Row Cropping of
Threatened Medicinals, Teaching Environmental
Awareness to Children, Agriculture & Community,
Plant Spirit Medicine, Herbarium Preparation, Secrets
of the Drying Shed, Cultivating Chinese Medicinals,
Creating Land as Sanctuary, Medicine Making,
Medicinal Mushrooms, Field Botany and as many
Plant ID Walks in the gardens and on the mountain as
you could hope for.

The day culminated in our annual Member
Meeting.  After hearing reports on how and what the
organization was doing in regards to our many
projects from Rosemary Gladstar, finances from Pam
Montgomery, and membership from Cindy Riviere, we
broke into groups to brainstorm
with the members. This was one
of the highlights of the day for
me, personally. A chance for the
members to voice their concerns,
share ideas for greater
participation, how we can do
things better as an organization,
and how they would like to be
involved in the future.

There was agreement with
everyone present that a one-day
conference such as this was an
overwhelming success.  A
success for United Plant Savers
in that we raised over $5000 for
the organization with a minimum of cost to produce. A
success for the participants in that it was reasonably
priced, we could travel only a short distance to attend
and it didn’t take us away from our gardens and
families but for a day, fabulous workshops, and
beautiful surroundings. A success for the plants in that

all we learned that day would be going home with us
to share with our families, communities and out into
the world to Plant the Future.

Nancy Scarzello

We wish to thank Terry Rader for her inspiration
behind our UpS Christmas Greeting to members this
year. Terry has devoted the last four years of Christmas
presents to designing cards that create UpS awareness
with Medicinal Plant photographs and messages to
open the heart. Along with a clear message on plant
preservation and the work of UpS, the cards featured
her full colored photograph, design and writing. 

Terry is presently working as the consulting
Creative Director for US1 Advertising where she
recently talked the President of the company into
putting money he would normally spend on presents
for clients into a donation for The Piedmont
Environmental Center's project to teach folks
sustainable farming. Terry art-directed a Christmas
card for the company to create awareness for the center
with an illustration  (done by Charlotte Chipman) of a
dandelion blowing seeds that turned into snowflakes

and a brief blurb on the back to educate folks that it's
not just a weed! She hopes to connect the Center to
UpS in order to help them include Medicinal Plants in
their teachings! You can reach Terry at: Trillium
Creative, Inc., 336.855.9293
trilliumdesign@mindspring.com f
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IN THE GREEN LIGHT

MEMBERSHIP MEETING 2002

ARTIST’S FOR THE PLANTS

Carry your
Holiday Heart

l ike a
Shining Star

into the
New Year

to spr ead
Goodness & Light.

Healthy Holidays from Terry Rader, Kayla and
Amber Rose

I share my love for the plants with you at Christmas in a
donation to United Plant Savers.  UpS is a non-profit
education corporation dedicated to preserving native

medicinal plants to ensure an 
abundant supply for future generations.

Balloonflower  Platycodon grandiflorus  
© 2002 Terry Rader • Trillium Creative, Inc.
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For all of her 80-some years, Lorrie Otto has
loved nature. In 1977, she decided to become a more
active advocate for native plants. That’s when she
began teaching small groups about natural
landscaping philosophy at the Schlitz Audubon
Center near her home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Eventually she and like-minded friends founded
Wild Ones, Natural Landscapers, Ltd. The non-profit
organization educates and promotes biodiversity,
environmentally sound practices, and landscaping
using native species, including natural yards in
harmony with nature. She describes the movement as
ìa group of empowered artists who defied aesthetic
impoverishment and the weed laws to decorate their
yards with diverse, tousled, communities of life.î She
goes on to complain that, “Not only were the
landscapes flat, bleak and shaved, but
shrubs were not free to display their
own shapes or bear flowers and fruit
at the ends of their branches. Young
trees were pruned to look like bushes
on top of long broomsticks. Mature
trees were sprayed with biocides,
which killed songbirds, butterflies,
and multitudes of other breathing,
moving life forms.” 

When I visited this energetic and
inspirational woman, who has won
numerous awards, she took me for a
tour to see what her work has
inspired. Amongst homes with
trimmed lawns and shrubbery, she
pointed out a multitude of naturally-
landscaped yards. Homeowners had
turned their yards into miniature prairies and
woodlands of native plants representative of what
once spread across Wisconsin. These yards typically
had a small mound or two covered with wildflowers
and grasses that chaotically and stunningly cascaded
down to the curb. Even from the road, I could see a
birds and butterflies enjoying the landscape. The
people who own these yards not only enjoy the
wildflowers and listening to birds, abut they love the
low maintenance and low water requirements that
come with them. However, some neighbors do object
to such an unkempt look and the dryness after the
display dies down in late summer. Otto sees a need
for more education so critics realize the importance of
creating biodiversity. Her dream is to have enough of
these yards to provide a wildlife sanctuary
throughout the city and suburbs. She wants them
close enough for birds and butterflies to easily move
form one to the other. As she describes, they would

be “islands and corridors of native landscapes to
protect genotypes and endangered species.”

Otto feels that the best place to preserve the
future is with children. As she told me this, we pulled
into a elementary school, although it took me a
minute to realize there was a building beyond the tall
grass prairie that nearly covered the windows.
Instead of traffic, the children at this school look out
their classroom windows to see wild plants, birds,
and insects. In fact, their prairie serves as the kids’
primary science lab and to inspire art projects. They
count and keep statistics on the abundance of plants
and wildlife as part of the math program. I was
impressed to learn that I was viewing only one of
many Midwest schools that planted their own prairie
thanks to Wild Ones. It was easy to agree that if every

school devoted a section of land to
wild plants of their area, the country
would become a better steward of
the environment. The Lorrie Otto
Seeds for Education Fund of the
Milwaukee Foundation Grants
provided grants last year to schools
in Kentucky, Minnesota, Florida and
three each in Wisconsin and
Michigan to create holistic learning
for “appreciating humankind’s
proper place in the web of life.” One
third of an acre is also being
revitalized at a Montessori school in
Illinois. 

Local chapters of Wild Ones
throughout the US support native
landscapes at schools, sponsor tours

of planted native plant landscapes, and organize
plant rescues from areas slated for development, seed
exchanges, and lectures. Their website www.for-
wild.org offers information on planting and
maintaining prairies, woodlands, wildlife
landscaping, and invasive species, and handbooks on
subjects such as “Can Lawns Kill?” There are also
beautiful photos and information on prairie plants,
such as purple coneflower (Echinacea spp.), blazing
star (Aletris farinosa), milkweed (Asclepias spp.), and
Culver’s root (Veronicastrum virginicum). They
publish a journal and a newsletter. Wild Ones, PO
Box 1274, Appleton, WI 54912. Phone 877-FYI-WILD. 

From the American Herb Association Quarterly, Issue 17:3.
The AHA provides the latest news, science, and reports on
medicinal herbs and ecologically-related subjects. AHA, PO Box
2482, Nevada City, CA 95959. Phone: 530-274-3140.
Website: www.ahaherb.com f

GREEN LOVER PROFILE: LORRIE OTTO
by Kathi Keville, Director for American Herb Association



Thank you for your generous grant of $500.00 for
the Botanical Sanctuary at Maysie’s Farm
Conservation Center and CSA. The Sanctuary is
located in woodland surrounded by a Community
Supported garden. Walking through the garden to
the Sanctuary, one passes fields of swiss chard,
tomatoes, carrots, potatoes, raspberries, corn,
spinach and over 20 other varieties of organically
grown vegetables and fruits.  A children’s garden
invites little ones into a sunflower house and tee pee
of green beans and flowers. Then a hedgerow full of
summer blackberries marks the beginning of the
woodland. In spring the sunny Sanctuary entrance is
announced by  flox, garlic mustard and violets. Later
blooms of Echinacea Purpurea,  Arnica and Pleurisy
Root welcome visitors. A path leads one into the
shaded hardwood Sanctuary glade, which is bisected
by an intermittent stream adorned with large milky-
quartz rocks, flourishing skunk cabbage and ferns.
Black Cohosh, Bloodroot, Blue Cohosh, Helonias
Root, Lobelia and Maidenhair Fern were introduced
into the woodland this past spring. The Sanctuary
pulses a natural rhythm amidst the cultivated crop
fields, inviting one into a place of solace. 

Before any plantings could occur, we had to
remove a large pile of branches deposited in the
woodland from another part of the farm. It took
many of us many hours to clear the ten-foot high
pile and clear a small path through the woodland for
herb walks. Our top priority was to create as little
disturbance of the natural woodland as possible. We
were blessed with assistance from the AmeriCorps; a
group of volunteers ages 18 to 24, whose mission is
to strengthen communities by assisting nonprofit
organizations throughout the United States.  The
team at Maysie’s farm represented many
nationalities, locations and socioeconomic groups
throughout our country. We were privileged to hear
stories of their relief efforts at ground zero after the
September 11 attack on the World Trade Center, their
education project tutoring inner city youth in a
program designed to keep them drug-free and their
work in Virginia helping low income families with
home renovations. With tasks such as planting
potatoes, transplanting strawberries, weeding and
installing an irrigation system in 90- degree heat and
stifling humidity in May, team members vied for the

shady Sanctuary tasks. During their sojourn at
Maysie’s, Charlene conducted a medicinal herb
presentation, which included a slide show of at-risk,
to-watch and common backyard medicinals. They
were very interested in medicinal and historical
applications of herbs, ecological exploitation and
asked many wonderful questions.

News of the Sanctuary is spreading throughout
the surrounding Counties and we are very excited
about this new venue for promoting ecological
awareness. The Sanctuary will serve as a focal point
for environmental education within the community
as part of our ongoing Environmental Education
Programs. We plan to conduct workshops on
traditional relationships with plants, sustainability,
biodiversity, at-risk and to-watch plant analogs and
creating a medicinal herb garden. Through our
Outreach Program, which promotes conservation
with a global perspective, we plan to include slides
of the Sanctuary and at-risk plants into the existing
slide show of the Conservation Center. We expect
expansion of the Sanctuary and it’s role in our
programs to increase with time.

The contribution by United Plant Savers was so
very kind and we greatly appreciate your time,
assistance and generosity. Without you, the
Sanctuary would never have been started, and
because of you our mission to promote conservation
and ecological thinking and living has been
advanced. 

With our Sincerest Thanks,
Samuel M. Cantrell, Executive Director
Charlene L. Briggs, Herbalist/Educator 
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UPS COMMUNITY GRANT PROJECTS

United Plant Savers has a fund designated
for community replanting projects. UpS
guidelines require that the project have

educational merit and that the land
proposed for replanting be protected either
by individual ownership, or be a part of a

school or park system. For application
information please write to:

UpS Community Replanting Fund Guidelines, 
PO Box 77, Guysville, OH 45735

FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR
CO M M U N I T Y PL A N T I N G PR O J E C T S

MAYSIE’S FARM CONSERVATION CENTER AND
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In the small town of Bridgton, Maine, open spaces,
green fields, hills, lakes and streams all draw people -
either to live here permanently, or at least to vacation
every summer. The opportunity to participate actively in
the environment is a big draw. Community is
another. People like the small scale of life in a
village, like seeing familiar faces, like the
opportunities to share life with friends. They relish
the opportunity to be involved in a meaningful way
in the community. All these factors played a part
recently in the cooperative installation of a
medicinal herb garden in the local hospital.

When the Bridgton Hospital was rebuilt and
dedicated in 2001, the idea for a healing garden was
included in the design and landscaping plans. This
would be a place where visitors or staff could walk
and find reflective, relaxing time in a peaceful
natural setting. More important, it would be a
beautiful spot that hospitalized patients could view
from their rooms. In early Spring of 2002, local herbalist
Corinne Martin and hospital pharmacist Mike Toner
heard about the plan and suggested the inclusion of a
medicinal herb plot as a focal piece of the healing
garden. The plot would introduce viewers to the real
"roots" of modern medicine, and could be used for
educational purposes for both staff and visitors alike.
The hospital Community Relations Director Pam Smith
liked the idea and attended planning meetings to discuss
the garden. Corinne - a practicing clinical herbalist in the
area and a member of United Plant Savers for years -
applied to UpS for a grant to cover the cost of the

medicinal plants. A $500 grant was generously awarded,
covering much of the cost of buying the herbs.
Pharmacist Mike Toner began to work on the "hospital"
end of the picture - making contacts among hospital
workers and medical staff to stir up interest and possible
donations of labor or additional plants. Corinne and
Mike approached several local businesses that were
willing to donate either products, services, or labor.
Within a short time, the poor soil of the newly
landscaped site had been enriched with loam donated by
a local excavator. Medicinal plants were donated from
home or farm gardens. A new bench was given to the
project by one hardware store, while sprinklers were
given by another. A landscaper donated money toward

the purchase of two hawthorn trees. An original plan for
the garden was amended with the consulting support of
a local garden club member. And planting day was
attended by a small group of nurses, volunteers, student

herbalists, and hospital maintenance staff.
Since then, the  garden continues to thrive. Daily

watering is being carried out primarily by Mike Toner
and other hospital staff. A committee is being formed to
plan for maintenance chores as the garden progresses
through the seasons. Plans for the future include the
installation of identification markers for all the garden
plants, so that viewers can get familiar with the herbs. A
flyer with a map of the herbs and their traditional uses
will be created and included in patient folders when they

are admitted to the hospital. 
Like most things  organic, the garden is still "in

process". Chamomile plants and Scullcap are being
sought to round out the spot. A trellis on which the

Hops vines can climb is in the works. A load of donated
mulch is being spread, and plans for next season's
garden are being made. And the place has changed
dramatically. Now, where a dry, barren lot stood before, a
medicinal herb garden flowers. A Hawthorn tree stands
on either side of the space, and a new bench sits against
a wall, inviting visitors to sit for a while. From inside
patient rooms, the garden offers a spot of color - and a
reminder that modern healing has its "roots" in
medicinal plants. f

Nurse, Sally Dunning; Pharmacist, Mike Toner; & Herbalist, Corinne Martin
at work in the Hospital Healing Garden

MODERN MEDICINE AND ITS TRADITIONAL ROOTS
Coming Together in the Bridgton Hospital Healing Garden

...More important, it (Hospital Healing Garden) would be
a beautiful spot that patients could view from their

"In wildness is the preservation of the world."  
-Henry David Thoreau 
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United Plant Savers’ vision is to see UpS Botanical Sanctuaries established in people’s backyards, farms and
woodlands, creating a living greenway of native medicinal plants across the landscape of America. A sanctuary
isn’t defined by size or magnitude, but as sacred space, a place where one can find protection and the peace and
renewal of nature. Nor is a sanctuary necessarily designated or defined by government agencies or large
organizations, though often we think of it as such. We can all create sanctuary on the land we care-take. As our
Sanctuary Members are demonstrating, Botanical Sanctuaries can be created in small backyards as well as on large
plots of wilderness, in towns as well as in the country. As you well know, it takes attitude, willingness, and a desire
to transform the way we value land, our assumptions about land use, and the way we design our gardens and
farms. If we want to preserve wilderness and the wild populations that thrive there, we can’t look to others to do it
for us. We need to be willing to actively participate in the preservation and restoration effort, and as good a place
to start as any, is in our backyards. And that is what you’re doing. That is what the Sanctuary Network program is
about.

Thank you to all  Botancial Sanctuary Network members for being part of this vision and for your efforts to
help preserve and restore the native landscape and our treasured medicinal herbs.

UPS BOTANICAL SANCTUARY NETWORK

At the westernmost edge of Colorado’s high plains, in
one of nature’s most spectacular valleys, is Morning Star
Ranch. Primarily native grasslands, sagebrush, uplands
and dry meadows, it sits at an elevation of around 8,000 ft.
The relatively short growing season, xeric conditions,
temperature extremes, and current drought cycle, make
growing almost anything a challenge in this fragile
landscape!

Scars from human impact are all too visible here,
compromised by the history of poor land-use practices of
overgrazing and ore mining. With my passion for native
plants, I am committed to bringing back the original
landscape, preserving the diversity of
native plant and grass communities,
medicinal plants, and native trees and
shrubs, all with the goal of supporting
wildlife habitat. Morning Star Ranch is
home to pronghorn antelope, mule deer,
coyote, and bobcat, shared with golden
and bald eagles, hawks, falcons,
mountain bluebirds, hummingbirds, and
the prairie rattlesnake.

Opportunities for classes include
sustainable agricultural practices, field
botany, native plant and weed
identification as well as nature journaling,
and traditional home and medicinal plant
uses, emphasizing Earth stewardship and
earth-wise living from a deep sense and
spirit of place within the life web.

Planned are medicinal and native perennial gardens
for walks and demonstration of growing at-risk plants,
growing for family traditional and medicinal use, and
purposeful planting to attract wildlife. In light of the
current drought and heightened wildfire danger, water
conservation precludes moving ahead on these beds for
this year. Future plans include a year-round strawbale
production greenhouse to provide native planting stock
for local nurseries and gardeners, working beehives, and
creating local flower essences. I also envision ceremonial
gatherings here, honoring the cycles of the seasons. 

In the six months I have been here, many projects
have begun including weed management, removing a
trash dumpsite, and revitalizing a rock garden area fed by
greywater from the house. New plantings include Arnica,
St. John’s Wort, Motherwort, Nettles, Lavender, and a
number of native species attracting hummingbirds and

butterflies. Native Pinon, Juniper,
Aspen, Bristlecone Pine, and
Mountain Mahogany have also
been added. The most notable
activity to date has been the
creation of a Medicine Circle, to
support the vision and intention
for healing this land and all who
dwell here, returning to a more
balanced and harmonious way of
living in the life web. Sharing this
vision with the local community
is exciting, and will hopefully be
an inspiration to others to also act
consciously about planting the
future. f

MORNING STAR RANCH
Westcliffe, CO

Sanctuary Steward: Christina MacLeod

MEET SOME OF OUR NEW SANCTUARY MEMBERS!

Christina MacLeod, Sanctuary Steward
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We started here in Garland Maine in August of 1999
with a home and a plot of land consisting of 13 acres,
which had been mostly cleared for farmland, abused and
then planted with timothy. Since then we have been
working diligently to return the earth to a healthy space.
We have steadfastly adhered to the course of improving
the land both fertility-wise and diversity-wise. We
believe one necessitates the other for both to thrive and
for humans to live a harmonious, natural existence. The
motto of our now 23 acre certified organic farm and
sanctuary is  "Diversity is not your Enemy". Our lives
revolve around this philosophy – botanically and
spiritually. Currently we have about four acres of land
under cultivation. These gardens consist of medicinal
and culinary herbs, wildflowers and naturalization
projects, numerous perennial beds, a moon garden, a
small orchard, and a three acre garden with an extensive
variety of vegetables and flowers where through natural
selection and classic breeding techniques we are
introducing new and useful cultivars. We are also
working at re-introducing at-risk woodland plants, ie.
Goldenseal.

Organic Pleasures is open to the public for garden
tours or just to enjoy the tranquility of the earth here. We

have started
giving
workshops on
organic plant
care and have
invited some
local schools out
for day trips.
Since our work
has begun, we
have noticed and
felt the peaceful

health which
continues to grow

as many endangered bird species return seasonally in
larger numbers, as earthworms become more prevalent,
as positive harmonious intensity becomes all
encompassing and noticed by all who visit. 

Our mission is two-fold: 1) to save as many life forms
as possible amidst the current breed of human
dismantlers while 2) instilling the passion and love of our
Earthly heritage among as many humans who are willing
and ready to take back the Earth, one garden, one farm,
one forest, one meadow, one ecosystem at a time. 

This is serious stuff. If we as caretakers and nurturers
of the Earth do not lend ourselves, without compromise,
to the well-being and defense of this wondrous planet,
who will? It is our pleasure to be part of such a special
organization as UpS, where like-minded people are
joining together to do the right thing. f

The Cherokee people say there is a place in the
Smokey Mountains where the animals go to be healed.
The Creator warned the people not to follow the
wounded animals to this magical lake or the wild game
would vanish forever. The animals  guard this place and
keep it invisible to the human eye. It is said that if we
continue to respect and protect the animals as the Creator
has asked, that we, too, one day may be able to see these
healing waters. 

This story is ancient but its lesson is consciously
modern. Our Creation stories, culture and world view
are based on our inter-relationship with all life. Our
behavior is dictated by Natural Laws. This way of life is
reinforced by the Creator’s message in the story.

Being of Cherokee heritage, this story has a special
place in my heart. A 2.5 acre lake/pond abounding with
plants and wildlife is the center of 50 acres of woods,
wetlands, and prairie. It is this "Place", (the pond) that is
central to all the teaching that take place here. A private
road leads you through a wooded area where wild
geranium, trillium, yarrow, mayapple, and many other
plants hug the road. The property opens up into an old
oak savanna. It is here that 150 to 200 year-old oaks, 50
year-old shagbark hickory, wild cherry trees and the lake
exist. This area is surrounded by 10 acres of wetlands, 10
acres of prairie, and 30 acres of woodland.

Two years ago when we purchased the land, we
began clearing invasive species from the woodlands and
planting endangered and at-risk native plants. The
McHenry County Conservation District is assisting us in
the restoration of the 10 acre prairie. They estimate that
in 3-4 years we will have restored it to its prior condition
200 years ago, with over  300 species of plants, grasses
and sedges. The Conservation District has also donated
over 50 trees that have been planted at the edges of the
woods. Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie in Joliet,
Illinois, has provided us with over 100 native plants
through their annual plant sale. Friends at Wildlife
Prairie State Part in Peoria, Illinois, have gifted us with a 

ORGANIC PLEASURES
Garland, Maine

Sanctuary Stewards: Robert Schick & 
Gail Wilmott

ATAGA’HI
(LAKE OF THE WOUNDED)

Union, Illinois
Sanctuary Steward: Cindy Bloom

Continued on page 20

Organic Pleasures Farm



Here in southern Ohio, frost is on the pumpkin
and the last of the garden greens are still producing
in the bright autumn sun. Most of the garden's
bounty, is now dried, canned or frozen and will
provide nutrition and flavor in the winter ahead.

Nature’s bounty is diverse and plentiful year
round if you know where to look. This year was
particularly bountiful for one of my passions,
collecting and growing mushrooms! 

Sadly, my spring morel (Morchella sp.) season was
merely adequate (I’m sensing an addiction here) but
as always it drew me into the forest at every spare
moment enabling me to witness the subtle daily and
weekly changes and enjoy the other tastes of spring.

I was able to enjoy Shiitake (Lentinula edodes)
from spring to fall with plenty to share and dry for
winter soup, stews and medicine by soaking my
cultivated mushroom logs, but I had to wait for my
latest inoculated Oyster (Pleurotus ostreatus) log until
the mild break in the weather this fall.

Just when I stumbled on a few batches of wild
Oyster mushrooms, my logs exploded and I am
currently eating my way through these tasty morsels
and drying the rest.

My walks through the woods also heralded
"chicken of the woods"
or  "sulfur shelf"
(Polyporus sulphureus),
enough "turkey tails"
(Trametes versicolor) for
soups and tea and a
plethora of the brightly
orange, fruity smelling
c h a n t e relles (C a n t h a r e l l u s
cibarius).

As usual there was
plenty of "artist conk",

our most common native Reishi (Ganoderma
applanatum), for immune boosting teas and I was
fortunate to spy a few "lion’s mane" (Hericium
erianceus).

I wasn’t so lucky with the mighty Maitake
(Grifola frondosa) or sometimes called "hen of the
woods" and am coveting my neighbors luck in
finding these treats.

Growing and finding mushrooms has many
benefits.   It's fun, they taste great and many have
have been used for centuries or are under study for
their medicinal potentials.

For instance; Artist Conk is anti-bacterial, anti-
inflammatory, anti-tumor and used in lung and 
respiratory ailments.

Miatake is anti-bacterial, anti-candida, anti-
tumor, anti-viral, good for certain blood sugar and
blood pressure disorders, support the lungs and
respiratory system and modulate stress.

Turkey tails are known to be anti-bacterial, anti-
oxidant, anti-tumor, anti-
viral, reduce cholesterol
and supports both the
liver and kidneys.
Perhaps the most studied
and historically used
medicinal 
mushrooms are the
Reishi (G. lucidum and G.
tsuga), which are known
for their anti-bacterial,
anti-viral, anti-tumor and
immune boosting
qualities.

While there is much
to be enjoyed from the
world of mushrooms,
there are some precautions that need to be heeded!
Mushrooms, like any wild edible or medicinal plant,
need to be identified accurately, very accurately!

It is also important to know how to prepare them
for food or medicine and if they have any contra-
indications associated with them.

As with any food and or medicine, some people
may have allergic reactions to certain mushrooms,
and some mushrooms don’t mix well with alcohol.

A good practiced is to eat only a small amount
first to see what your tolerances are.

Get to know your local edible mushrooms. Do
your own research, grow your own varieties. It’s a
fun way to bring the bounty of nature into your daily
lives all the year round.

Two sources to get you growing include Fungi
Perfecti, www.fungi.com and Mushroom Harvest
740-448-6105.

Happy hunting, growing and many blessings
until next time.

Recommended Reading:  Medicinal Mushrooms
by Christopher Hobbs; Reishi, Mushroom, Herb of
Spiritual Potency and Medicinal Wonder by Terry
Willard; Mycomedicinals; An Informational Booklet
on Medicinal Mushroom by Paul Stamets; Audubon
Society Field Guide to North American Mushrooms
by Gary Lincoff; Mushrooms Demystified by David
Aurora; and Growing Gourmet and Medicinal
Mushrooms by Paul Stamets. There are many more
but these are sure to get you started. f
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PLANTS IN THE NEWS

THE MAGIC OF MUSHROOMS
by Rebecca Wood

Morels

Sulphur Shelf
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• Herbalists sharing their
extensive experience with
using and growing ‘ A t -
R i s k ’ herbs 

• Suggestions for cre a t i n g
your own private herbal
s a n c t u a r y

• Color photos of 30
medicinal plants

• Mail order resources for
hard-to-find seeds

• Suggestions for making
eco-friendly purchases
and using other herbs
with similar actions as
alternatives

PLANTING THE FUTURE
Edited by Rosemary Gladstar & Pamela Hirsch 

Land stewardship, habitat protection, and sustainable
cultivation are of critical importance to ensure an

abundant renewable supply of medicinal plants for future
generations. This book will supply you with valuable

information including:

Selected by the Vermont Book Professional
Association as one of the Twelve Best Books of 2000

by Vermont Publishers!

Send $22.95 plus $3.00 s/h to: 
UpS • Po Box 77 • Guysville • OH • 45735

G rowing A t - R i s k
Medicinal Herbs

by Richo Cech
illustrated by Sena Cech

Provides organic farmers and gardeners with
the information about the cultivation,
conservation, and ecology of “At-Risk”native
healing plants. Twenty-one chapters include
detailed line drawings and descriptions; native
range and distribution maps; hardiness and
adaptability; preferred environment and plant
associates; soil, water and sun requirements;
propagation techniques; naturalization; medicine;
harvest and processing; seed collecting, storage
and longevity; conservation status and alternate
species. 330 pg. $14.95.

"A compelling book on one of the most important
issues facing the future of botanical medicine – the
demise of native medicinal plants in their natural
habitat and what can be done to conserve these
important wild resources. This book is in turn brilliant,
insightful and scholarly, but is also well-seasoned with
humor!
~ Rosemary Gladstar

"This book is far more than it seems. Don't
underestimate what Richo has accomplished. He has
taken some of the most difficult plants imaginable,
plants that sometimes find even the breath of humans
to be anathema, and figured out what they need in
order to grow near us and by our leave. He has a good
brain and dirty fingernails.”
~ Michael Moore

To Order send a $14.95 check or money order to: 
UpS, Po Box 77, Guysville, OH  45735

Beautful Organic Cotton,
green and black art on 
a natural 
background.
(See page 3 for art detail)

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Styles: Short sleeve
Color: Natural
Price: $16 plus $2.50 S/H

*Sorry, we do not have children’s sizes.

“If you listen, they will teach you”

UPS T-SHIRT

Send check or money order to: 
UpS, PO Box 77, Guysville, OH 45735
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MUSINGS FROM THE FARM

It was a coming home for me, a self-realization,
an emancipation, a proclamation‚ of my soul. A
regression, to simpler phases, childhood
dazes, of walking with companions I could
see only in my mind’s eye.

Opening my soul, and my ears, to listen
to plants speak, unhindered and
unencumbered with multitudes of questions about
my future‚ where am I going, and‚ how do I get
there? It was simple, life is simple, people can be
simple, but mostly we make it really complicated.

Climbing up hills, through hollows, over the
fallen fathers of oaks and elms, mushing through
wetlands to happen upon pools of bottle gentian,
planting precious seeds and sacred roots, wading

through folds
of Indian
Grass to run
hands over
pearls of
seed,
respecting the
golden and
hazy blaze of
ironweed,
zizia,
maximillian,
goldenrod

and milkweed,
dancing between orb and crab spiders, marveling at
their masterpieces.

We watched the populations of deer plummet
and surge with disease just as we saw the trees
climax in a short blaze of crimson, violet and sunny
glory then fall into a deep slumber with the frost
and chilly rain.

We listened to what the Mother had to tell us,
and we garnered her bounty in good health.
This internship experience touched my soul in
countless ways. The Sanctuary is a magical place –
literally a refuge. The stewards and teachers of the
sanctuary took me into their homes, their lives, and
their hearts and showed me their world. These
people truly realize life’s cyclic nature, and that one
thing feeds and leads into another, and in doing so
nurtures itself. They expressed this through their
love for plants and teaching. The Rutland

community shared good food, company, and homes
that warmed the heart and soul.

So many times, finding myself at a loss for
words, too much overwhelmed by the seemingly
helpless state of the world, but simultaneously
finding motivation and energy burning in those
around me whose environment I had been
submersed in for nearly two months. Like, learning
how to live again. All the same ideas and concepts I
dream of in my mind actually being lived in
Rutland. There is so much life to be lived, and so
little time when time goes so fast.

On my way out I waved to friendly faces and
nodded to familiar faces, knowing that I will see
them all again in heart, body and soul. f

COMING HOME
by Jen Wagner, Sanctuary Intern

“...So much life to be lived, and so little time, when
time goes so fast.”

Heart Pond at the UpS Sanctuary

Interns in the Greenhouse

Planting on the Sanctuary
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variety of native seeds, so that we can grow corn,
beans, and squash. A Cherokee friend who works
for the Department of Agriculture in Springfield,
Illinois, has supplied us with white sage,
sweetgrass plugs, and native tobacco seed for
many years now.

In the short 2-year time span that we have
owned the land, students and teachers
(kindergarten through college levels),
professionals, social workers, Elders, community
members and friends have shared their
experiences here. Numerous experiential classes
taught by myself and others, have been held at
this 50-acre sanctuary. My extensive library
includes books on herbal, alternative and
traditional healing. There are numerous books on
Indigenous cultures, Pre-Columbian history,
ancient plant medicines and art from around the
world, with many on a child’s level. This library
has provided a "place" where students and
teachers have come to engage in research, papers,
projects and self-enlightenment for over 20 years. 

Safe Haven Wildlife Refuge Center in
Marengo, Illinois, has released wounded or
orphaned animals onto our property after they
have been rehabilitated. The turtles (box, painted,
and snapping) have reclaimed the sand volley
ball court, built by the former owners, as their
rookery for the laying of their eggs. The American
Indian dog roamed the America’s for thirty
thousand years. Threatened with extinction after

European contact, the breed has been kept alive
by only a handful of dog breeders. To enhance the
dog’s preservation and increase dispersion, I have
become an owner and certified breeder myself,
and the new pups with make this sanctuary their
home, too.

The environmental holocaust has impacted
not only the health of indigenous cultures
through disease, but has decimated the plants
used for ceremony and medicine, as well as those
used by traditional weavers for dyes and fiber.
Some of these plants include bloodroot, walnut,
sumac, nettle, milkweed, and dogbane, and these
all grow on the property. In our Origin Story, four
woven cords hold the Earth in place and connect
it to another world in the sky where the Ancestors
reside. Our basketry traditions tell a story of
social and ecological change as well as adaptation
to new environments. To hold a split river cane,
white oak, honeysuckle or red maple basket in

your hands is to know the ancient knowledge,
inseparable from the times of removal and
assimilation which transform into patterns of the
future.

For centuries, the land has been a source of
misunderstanding, abuse and power. The
desecration has stopped at nothing, not even
ancestral burial grounds. Most important in my
life has been my work
protecting existing
burial grounds, as well
as facilitating the return
of over 200,000 of our
ancestral remains and
sacred objects. My
efforts and the efforts of
others in the Midwest
has not only resulted in
the protection of burial
and sacred sites but in
the restoration of these
sacred places with
native plant habitats. It
has taken us 11 years
since the passage of the
federal law entitled. The
Native American Grave Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) to finally have land
donated in Illinois for a burial site near Wildlife
Prairie State Park. The site is being restored with
native vegetation. Only then will it be fit to bring

over 12,000 of our Ancestors home for reburial. 
Our ancient prophecies tell of a massive

destruction of human, plant and animal life on
this Sacred Land. They tell of a people without
conscience who defy the Creator and Natural

Laws. In a world that truly does not recognize all
people as equal or related, we have a
monumental task. It will take a collective global
consciousness to deal not only with the
catastrophic rates of extinction of plants, animals
and indigenous cultures but with the pervading
threat to all human existence as well.

Breath is life, given to us from the Earth’s
bounty. Our breath, the words we speak, what we
teach takes on a power all its own. Through
words we can seek to shape "all that is." In the
dynamics of prayer, ritual, ceremony, healing
wholeness, and beauty, humans, plants and
animals share an intrinsic role in the collective
transformation of creation. This sanctuary is a
magical "Place" where tomorrow’s children have
the opportunity to learn, teach and reweave the
consciousness of generations. It is a Place where
humans, plants and animas are safe and nurtured,
and where they can heal their wounds. f

Our basketry traditions tell a story of social and ecological
change as well as adaptation to new environments.

Ataga’hi continued....

Cindy Bloom, Sanctuary Steward
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The root of gentian stimulates the salivary glands
and the digestion, while the flowers of this fantastic
plant have long excited the gardener and the alpine
hiker.  The genus Gentiana is extremely diverse,
represented by over 200 distinct species worldwide.
The plants are distributed globally, mainly occurring
in alpine regions.  In North America there are 33
recognized species. These include such diverse plants
as alpine gentian (G. newberryi), a pale blue flowered,
mat-forming plant growing at altitudes up to 3,000

meters (9,800 feet) in the
Sierra Nevada of the
western states, and the
wiregrass gentian (G.
pennelliana) that is
endemic to Florida and
is listed as an
endangered species.
Despite the wide
distribution of gentian as
a whole, the individual
species do not tend to
migrate, but rather stay
put in specific eclogical
niches where conditions
are perfectly to their
liking.  This specificity of
conditions (elevation,

sun, soil and moisture)
makes domestication of

wild gentians very challenging. 
All species of the Gentian genus, and in fact

other plants in the family Gentianaceae1 contain in
their roots and in their aerial parts the bitter
secoiridoid glycosides that act so efficiently to
stimulate gastric secretions.  A survey of the
ethnographic literature of the New World
shows that several different species were used
in medicine by the Native Americans (Moerman,
1986).  These include marsh gentian (G. affinis),
closed gentian (G. andrewsii), fringed gentian (G.
crinita), Rocky Mountain gentian (G. calycosa) and
several others.  Native uses ranged from magico-
religious, to poulticing, to blood purification and of
course include the most universal application as a
stomachic. In the Old World, the willow gentian (G.
asclepiadea), the purple gentian (G. purpurea) and the
spotted gentian (G. punctata) were all used regionally
for the production of powdered root, Swedish bitters
and gentian schnaps (Kohlein, 1991). 

It is the yellow gentian (Gentiana lutea) that has
been most often employed in herbal medicine.  This
plant supplies the “official” drug of commerce, the
premier bitter agent sold as gentian root.  This
general preference for the root of yellow gentian is
due not only to tradition, but also to the advantages
conveyed by the general availability of this widely
distributed species and by the impressive size of the
root of mature individuals.  Even though a little
gentian root goes a long way in herbal pharmacy, the
long tradition of wild harvesting yellow gentian
roots has lead to a general decline in the native
stands, and the plant is protected by local
governments and regional environmental laws.2 Due
to the interchangeability of most if not all gentian
species in herbal therapy, the cultivation of yellow
gentian roots contributes to the general conservation
of Gentiana, and with patience the accomplished
grower of medicinal plants can successfully cultivate
this valuable plant.

Yellow gentian (Gentiana lutea) has a native
distribution that includes Portugal and northern
Spain, Italy, the Cevennes, the Alps and their
foothills, central France and southern Germany, the
Carpathians, the Balkans and northern and western
Anatolia (Kohlein, 1991).  The plant prefers the lime
soils of grassy meadows, scree slopes and fens
ocurring at an elevation up to 2,500 meters (8,200
feet).  The perennial branching taproot may attain a
size as large as a forearm, giving rise to elliptical
blue-green leaves on multiple stalks.  The flowers
occur in glorious clusters at the leaf axils, the
flowering plant rising to a height of 2 to 6 feet tall. 

Even in domestication, mature plants of yellow
gentian tend to produce plenty of seed, and seed is
the primary method for propagation.  The newly
harvested and dried seed is sown in outdoor
conditions in the fall or early winter, in flats or in
nursery beds.  About 5 grams of seed is sufficient for
the production of 1,000 plants.  The seed is sprinkled
on the surface of mellow potting soil, then covered
with a thin layer of sifted soil or compost and firmly
tamped.  This layer of soil fixes the seed in position
and excludes light, which is deleterious to the
germination of gentians.  The flats or beds must be
kept evenly moist, and a cover of snow is optimal. 

CULTIVATION CORNER

Even in domestication, mature plants of yellow
gentian tend to produce plenty of seed, and seed is the

primary method for propagation.

THE GENTIANS
by Richo Cech

Continued on next page....

Gentian photo ©Richo Cech 
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Germination is in the spring, when the soil begins to
warm.  The seedlings may be left in place at close
spacing until they develop the second set of true
leaves, at which time they may be pricked out to pots
(kept moist, cool and partially shaded) and allowed
to mature for a year or two before transplanting.

Yellow gentian prefers moderately moist, loamy
soil of neutral pH, and like many species of gentian it
requires an unusual combination of factors for
optimal growth—the plant likes to be in the partial to
full sun, but prefers to have its roots constantly moist
and cool.  The best situation consists of elevated,
sloping land with a western exposure.  Irrigate with
cold water and provide a thick surface mulch of
organic compost or bark mulch.  

After transplant, the aerial rosette may stop
growing or die back, but given the right conditions
the root will continue to expand, delve and establish
the plant.  Then, in the next spring normal
development continues.  It takes about 5 years to
produce a flowering individual from seed, and the
roots continue to put on weight even after the plant
matures. The root is not fibrous, and even very old
roots are medicinally active. At Horizon Herbs Seed
Farm, a two-year-old plant was dug and weighed in
at a mere 9.1 grams.  The water content was 84%
(very high for a root).  A mature root was also dug,
weighing in at 200 grams and showing a water
content of 70 %.  On the basis of these figures, it
would take only a little more than 2 mature plants to
provide a pound of fresh root.  Ten pounds of fresh
roots would dry down to 3 pounds of dried root.

In United Plant Saver’s own state of Ohio, the
closed gentian (G. clausa), pale gentian (G. alba),
soapwort gentian (G. saponaria) and striped gentian
(G. villosa) are striking native plants that are
protected by the state (Marshall, 1993).  It is a matter
of personal honor for all plant lovers to leave
undisturbed these jewels of the wild, and it is up to
gardeners everywhere to provide this bitter medicine
to those in need.

Copyright 2002, Richard A (Richo) Cech  
Horizon Herbs, PO Box 69, Williams, OR  97544

References
1 The applicability of various gentian-like plants in

medicine provides an easy answer to the horticultural
challenges posed by the slow-growing true gentians—look
to the fast and easy-to-grow plants in the genus Centaurium
(C. erythraea, C. muhlenbergii) as viable substitutes.    

2 On the 26th of January, 1996, yellow gentian
(Gentiana lutea) was listed by the Convention on the
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats,
which variously prohibits harvest, regulates access to
sensitive properties, regulates sales and encourages
propagation. f

Cultivation Continued...

Dear Richo & Family,
In December on 1996, I planted L. dissectum

(Lomatium) seeds in the garden and around the
buildings here. The plants continued to grow over
the years, each year becoming larger during the
short growing period. Finally in spring of 2002, the
first seed umbels appeared; they did not set seeds as
a very cold spell killed the flowers – the ferny leaves
were not affected. This frost killing of the flowers
may explain why some years there are almost no
seeds and other years, the seed was abundant. So
much so, that some of the seeds are harvested and
ground and extracted. This takes some pressure off
the roots somewhat. The size of the six year old
Lomaium plants is about 1” diameter at the top and
6 or 7 inches to the rootlets – not a harvestable size.
Give them another 5 or 6 seasons and we shall see. I
am hoping the growth rate will be exponential once
they are well established. 

Plant a few seeds in a shallow depression,
covering them with some grass held in place by a
couple of rocks. Some of the best sites for planting
are on the north sides of slopes, in decomposed
granite, although many good sites are on the west
and east facing slopes, and few south facing slopes. I
think it is a matter of moisture retention, soil
temperatures, and relation to elevation. This seems
quite different than in Oregon where it sounds like
you get much more moisture. Our total is
approximately 24 inches of rain per year, most of it
in the winter months. Some of the sites have
considerable less than this and seem to do just fine. 

Best Regards,
Darrel Lemaire
Great Basin

Lomatium ©Richo Cech
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Continued on next page.

After introduction to the UpS list of “At-Risk” plants, students always ask, "Well, what can we use in its place?" 
Often times the choice is simple: choose a cultivated species rather than one harvested from the wild. When
cultivated species are not available, then it is best to find a plant analog. An analog is an herb having a parallel
action, function or end result to other medicinal herbs. 

In most instances, it is important and necessary to use a variety of analogs for the “At-Risk” herb because an
analog generally satisfies only some of the therapeutic actions of a particular plant species and does not demonstrate
all medicinal actions of that plant. It is sometimes difficult to find replacements for our tried and true herb friends,
but it also can be very satisfying and will expand your expertise, while helping to replant our future. 

Choose alien (non-native) plants for food and medicine, leaving the more fragile native plant species to flourish.
Many alien plants are extremely powerful medicinals and will be a welcomed addition to your medicine chest.

UPS LIST OF HERBS & ANALOGS

Lady’s Slipper Orchid Cypridium spp. Delicate forest orchid; use analogs, let it 
grow!

Lemon balm Melissa officinalis Antispasmodic, nervine
Skullcap Scutellaria lateriflora Antispasmodic, nervine, sedative, anodyne
Valerian Valeriana officinalis Sedating nervine

Lobelia Lobelia inflata

Lobelia cardinalis Milder action, use cultivated
Thyme Thymus vulgaris Antispasmodic, expectorant
Hyssop Hyssop officinalis Expectorant
Violet Viola odorata Expectorant
Skullcap Scutellaria lateriflora Antispasmodic nervine

Lomatium Lomatium dissectum Limited range

Echinacea (cultivated) Echinacea spp. Antiviral
Saint John’s Wort Hypericum perforatum Antiviral
Rosemary Rosmarinus officinalis Respiratory tonic, antiseptic, diaphoretic, 

antibacterial

Oregon Grape Mahonia aquifolium Though prolific in Pacific Northwest, it has a 
limited range

Barberry Berberis vulgaris Contains berberine, alterative, antimicrobial
Dandelion Taraxacum officinale Hepatic
Yarrow Achillea millefolium Topical antiseptic

Osha Ligusticum porteri, L. spp. Very limited range

Thyme Thymus vulgaris Anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, antibiotic
Elecampane Inula helenium Expectorant, respiratory tonic
Marshmallow Althea officinalis Demulcent, soothing to irritated mucous 

membranes
Lovage Levisticum officinalis For respiratory conditions, antiseptic, 

diaphoretic, antibacterial, antifungal, 
antispasmodic

Rosemary Rosmarinus officinalis Clears mucous, astringent

by Jane Bothwell

PART TWO
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Partridge Berry Mitchella repens Delicate, slow growing; when harvested, roots 
are often pulled too, thus taking the whole plant

Motherwort Leonurus cardiaca Uterine tonic
Raspberry Rubus idaeus Uterine tonic
Catnip Nepeta cataria Antispasmodic

Pipsissewa Chimaphila umbellata

Uva Ursi Arctostaphylos uva-ursi For urinary tract infections
Goldenrod Solidago spp. For UTI’s
Yarrow Achillea millefolium Antiseptic to UT

Pleurisy Root Asclepias tuberosa Highway department seeding along 
roadsides for decorative value!

Elecampane Inula helenium Expectorant
Violet Viola spp. Ant-inflammatory
Ginger Zingiber officinale Anti-inflammatory and expectorant as 

poultice

Slippery Elm Ulmus fulva Limit wild harvest to trees struck by 
natural disaster (storms, etc.)

Marshmallow Althea officinalis Demulcent, antibacterial, antitussive, 
normalizes digestion

Mullein Verbascum spp. Demulcent, respiratory tonic
Other Ulmus spp. Demulcent, antibacterial, antitussive

Spikenard Aralia racemosa, A. californica

Cultivated ginseng Panax ginseng, P. quinquefolium Adaptogen
Siberian ginseng Eleutherococcus senticosus Adaptogen
St. John’s Wort Hypericum perforatum Antispasmodic

Stoneroot Collinsonia canadensis Easy to cultivate

Eur. Horse Chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum Hemmrhoids, varicose veins
Parsley root Petroselinum hortense For kidney concerns, diuretic

Sundew Drosera rotundifolia Very fragile, use analogs

Spilanthes Spilanthes acemella For respiratory complaints, antibacterial, 
antiviral, antifungal

Sage Salvia officinalis Sore throats, antibacterial and antiviral actions
Thyme Thymus vulgaris Antibacterial, antiviral, respiratory complaints

Trillium a.k.a. Beth Root Trillium erectum Not available for sale anymore, let it grow!

Motherwort Leonurus cardiaca Uterine tonic
Yarrow Achillea millefolium Anti-hemorrhage
Shepard’s purse Capsella bursa-pastoris Anti-hemorrhage, astringent
Raspberry Rubus idaeus Tonifies reproductive system

This is a partial list. More of Jane’s recommmended analogs for plants on “At-Risk” and “To-Watch” lists are included in the 
Summer 2002 Journal, and the rest of the list will be in forthcoming issues of the Journal. STAY TUNED!
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L O S TIn the Woods
M a y  2 9  –  J u n e  1 ,  2 0 0 3

Join us for 3 1/2  incredible days of herb walks, outdoor 
learning experiences, opportunities to meet the plants in their

native communities, and to participate in the plant 
conservation work of United Plant Savers at the 

UpS Botanical Sanctuary in Rutland, Ohio. 

We’ll be hiking the hollers and hills, mapping the sanctuary, and
seeing some of the over 600 species of plants that thrive on the 370

acre UpS Botanical Sanctuary land. We’ll also be 
collecting, pressing and mounting herbarium specimens 

for UpS’ Herbarium Collection.

Teachers for this `back to the woods’ learning experience 
are plant-passionate medical herbalists and some 

of the most knowledgeable field botanists in the country:

Steven Foster • Paul Strauss • Paul Neidhart • Robert Eidus
Hank Huggins • Rebecca Wood • Bevin Clare

Activities Include

•  All the wild plant identification hikes/walks 

you could wish for

•  Tours of prairie plantings, gardens, greenhouse 

•  Birdwatching and Stargazing

•  Evening music & story telling around the 

campfire

•  Camping next to Heart Pond

•  Enjoy the amazing spring bloom....

Registration info: The total cost for the program is $375 for UpS
members ($425 for non-members). Includes all activities, delicious

vegetarian meals, camping, material fees, and a signed copy of
Planting the Future, the definitive book on medicinal herb

conservation. A $100 non-refundable non-transferable deposit is
requested to reserve your place. Limited to 25 participants. Register
early to avoid disappointment and come prepared for cool weather.

To register or for info, write to:  LITW, Box 77, Guysville, OH 45735
or call  740-662-0041 email: plants@plantsavers.org

Two sessions: one 12-week
session, starting in mid-April
to mid-July, one 8-week session
from September to the end of
October. Interns work 30 hours
per week doing a variety of
medicinal plant conservation
and cultivation projects.

A hands-on practical
approach, classes, and
opportunities to work with
various staff are scheduled.
Interns learn medicinal plant
identification, sustainable
wild-harvesting principles &
practices, and medicine
making. 

For more information
contact: UpS Sanctuary Intern
Program, PO Box 77, 
Guysville, OH 45735 
Phone: 740-662-0041 
Email: plants@plantsavers.org

Do you have any extra
copies of herb books you
would like to find a home

for? Our Sanctuary Library
would be a a wonderful
home for them, a place
where many passionate

herbal students can greatly
appreciate and benefit from
them. Please send books to:

UpS Sanctuary Library,
P.O. Box 77 

Guysville, Ohio  45735 

UPS SANCTUARY

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
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UpS Membership Conference On 
The Cultivation & Preservation of 

Native Medicinal Plants

Sat. & Sunday, Oct. .11-12, 2003
At United Plant Savers

Botanical Sanctuary

Join us for 2 days of workshops, herb walks,
demonstrations, and lots of other herbal

activities at the United Plant Savers Botanical
Sanctuary in Rutland, Ohio.

Presenters include well-known
herbalists from across the

country including:
Rosemary Gladstar, Steven

Foster, Christopher Hobbs, Pam
Montgomery, Paul Strauss, 

Kelly Kindscher, and others.

Cost: Early Registration must be paid in full
by August 15th.  $150 members.

$180 non-members. After Aug. 15: $175
members, $205 non-members. 

A non-refundable deposit of $75 can be sent
to hold your place. Price includes all

workshops, activities, vegetarian meals and
camping. Call Cindy Riviere at  

740-662-0041 for more info. 

All Proceeds From This Event Go

PLANTING THE FUTURE

We are in the process of updating our
listings for our Nursery and Bulk Herb
Directory. If you know of any herb
and/or herb plant suppliers who should
be added to this Directory, please contact
us by Feb. 1. so we can send out the forms
for them to be included in our next
publication.

Nursery & Bulk Herb Directory
Po Box 77

Guysville, Ohio 4 5 7 3 5
p l a n t s @ p l a n t s a v e r s . o rg

NURSERY & BULK HERB

DIRECTORY UPDATE

Thank You, Pam Montgomery!

We wish to take this opportunity to thank Pam
Montgomery who graciously offered to serve as our
Interim Executive Director while our search for an
ED continued. Pam has been one of the more active
members of the Board of Directors and Treasurer of
the organization since UpS was founded in 1994.
Midst her already very busy life as an herbal teacher,
writer, and organizer of the Green Nations
Gathering, she took on the rather daunting task of
Interim ED, working tirelessly for UpS and keeping
the organization moving forward these past several
months.

Thank you Pam. Your dedication is 
greatly appreciated by all. 

LITW:   Special thanks to Frank McDermott who
played music 'round the campfire, Jeff Kearns who
led a night of star gazing, and Bob Placier for leading
a wonderful morning bird walk.

AHG: Many thanks to the American Herbalists' Guild
for their continuous support of UpS, including
donating a full-page ad in their latest Journal. If you
aren't familiar with the work of the AHG, check out
their web page at www.americanherbalistsguild.com.
Their Journal is filled with excellent articles by
experienced herbalists on the practical use of
medicinal of herbs in healthcare. They also put on a
wonderful annual Herbal Symposium. The next one
is in Albuquerque, NM on Oct. 17-19, 2003. 

MORE GREEN THANKS!

Saturday, April 6, 2003
Summerfield Waldorf School

Sebastopol, CA

Cost: $55 ($45 if you pre-register by
March 15)

$10 discount for UpS members

For info: call Lynda (802) 479-2668
To register, send check to UpS,
PO Box 77 Guysville, OH 45735

PLANTING THE FUTURE
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UNITED PLANT SAVERS
PO Box 77
Guysville, OH 45735
www.plantsavers.org

This Spring we will again have wonderful young plants to send to you supplied by John Lentz,
owner of  Herbal Exchange. John has supplied our members with Giveaway plants in years past, and
he always does an excellent job of sending healthy, well-packaged young herb plants. As John lives in

southeastern Ohio, he is able to provide a wonderful variety of 
eastern woodland “At-Risk” medicinals.  

This Spring Giveaway will include 15 plants, a mixture of  
False Unicorn (Helonias), Ginseng, and Goldenseal.

To participate in this Spring Plant Giveaway, please send your request,
including $4 for postage to the UpS office: P.O. Box 77, Guysville, OH 45735.

Important: We need to receive your request by March 10th!
We're very sorry, but we won't be able to ship orders received after this date.

You will receive your herb plants by the end of April. 

For the Fall 2003 Giveaway, we are planning to provide “At-Risk” plants
from the southwestern region of the U.S., including Yerba Mansa, Osha,

Chaparro and Elephant Tree. Stay tuned and keep planting!

UNITED PLANT SAVERS SPRING GIVEAWAY!
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